MIGRATION HUB
180 IMPACT
From its beginning, the story of Migration Hub has been intertwined with 180
Degrees Consulting. Ana was first introduced to 180 Degrees Consulting at the
University of Berlin, where she responded to an announcement calling all aspiring
social entrepreneurs wanting to become change makers in their communities. After
completing a full consulting term, Ana remained involved with 180 as an Executive
Committee Member while turning her attention towards starting her own social
impact organization: Migration Hub.
After coming to Berlin, Ana was immediately drawn to the refugee and
migrant crisis, recognizing it as a very pressing and emotional issue for many Europeans. She started Migration Hub, an organization that creates spaces where social
entrepreneurs and organizations meet to design solutions around mass migration.
The co-working spaces focus on maximizing the positive impact on the lives of refugees in their local communities, including ways to promote access to the labor
market and adjusting to the new culture.
To help the organization take off the ground, Ana remembered the tremendous talent and passion of 180 Degrees Consulting, and used her network to reconnect to the organization. Migration Hub started working with Ana’s old branch at the
University of Berlin, who started providing consulting services to help support the
refugees in the Berlin Migration Hub. Soon, Ana started working with branches
across Europe to help conduct market research for potential new Migration Hubs
through identifying the needs of the specific cities and their refugee communities.
One such project was taken on by the 180 branch at University College London,
where the consultant team analysed the London refugee climate and evaluated the
feasibility of brining Migration Hub to the British capital.
Looking into the future, Ana hopes to maintain the relationship with 180
Degrees Consulting branches in order to expand into new regions while also expanding its network of partnering organizations. Migration Hub will keep working as an
intermediary between refugees and the end-service providers in order to make sure
they have all the essential information and resources needed when entering Europe.

